START TRX BNB MINING TODAY!
100% Decentralised & Faster, Safer Platform to Mining
Cryptocoin!
CryptoMinerOrg.io is the first Miner Fund Platform
We aim to extend business to the entire Cryptocurrency industry
and serve global users with technology innovations.

ABOUT COMPANY
CryptoMinerOrg was founded in 2020.
We've developed the world's Top Cloud Mining Platform with the most advanced deployment technology, Offering
3.1% to 12.4% of the world’s BNB and TRON hash rate. More new product and services are in our pipeline.
Our Team: Most of CryptoMinerOrg.io team are from top dotcom companies. Over half of our team are R&D
division who possess rich technological prowess.
Our Vision: CryptoMinerOrg.io aims to extend our business to the entire cryptocurrency industry chain in the future
and serve global users with technology innovations.

OUR DATA CENTER

OUR ROAD-MAP

How to Start Mining
The mining automatically starts within 1 hour after you get the Hashrate.
All payouts occur once per day. Withdrawal anytime, the payouts continue daily.
*You can see the mining process at Dashboard>Advance>Hashrate Chart (Website)
*You can see the mining process at Setting>Mining Process (APP)
How it works? https://cryptominerorg.io/how-it-works

WHAT IS CLOUD MINING
Cloud Mining is the process of bitcoin mining utilizing a remote datacenter with shared
processing power. This type of cloud mining enables users to mine bitcoins or alternative
cryptocurrencies without managing the hardware. The mining rigs are housed and maintained in
a facility owned by mining company and the customer simply needs to register and purchase
mining contracts.
Our app never uses a device's CPU or GPU for cryptocurrency mining operations and not
run unrelated background processes. Our APP will not cause potential damage to the hardware,
such as battery drain and excessive heat.
*New user get 5TH/s SHA-256 hashrate for Free Trial. The Free hashrate will expire after 5
days.
This is not a free website, but after a free trial, you may decide is it worth to buy hash rate.
I accidentally turned off the mining switch, what do I do?
You must turn on the mining switch manually 24 hours after you turn off it.

IS CRYPTO CURRENCY MINING PROFITABLE
Yes, we strongly believe that mining is profitable and Mining is the best way to
get cryptocurrencys at cost price.
Mining is the best long-term investment.

WHERE ARE YOUR DATA-CENTERS LOCATED
Our Mining Data Centers are located in Myanmar & Kazakhstan.
Cheap electricity is the main factor for building our data center.
We are a Hong Kong company. Chinese cryptocurrency regulations does not affect us
at all.

WHAT PAYMENT METHODS DO YOU SUPPORT
You can pay for cloud mining contract using credit cards, Paypal, UnionPay,
BTC/ETH/LTC/USDC/DAI or more payment methods...
(Yandex.Money,WebMoney,UPI,UnionPay,QIWI,Paytm,GCash,EBanking,Dotpay,DOKU,Boleto,Alfamart,European bank transfer,Credit/Bank Card,ATM, 200+
payment methods worldwide), Coming Soon
You can use Paypal to pay with a regular credit card or Bank debit card using any currency
(no need to register paypal account). Coming Soon.

What is the Referral Program
Every CryptoMinerOrg customer has a unique referral link, which can be shared with anyone, you would like to
invite to start using CryptoMinerOrg. Any new user, who registers using your referral link becomes a lifetime
referral.
As a referrer, you are eligible to receive 18% referral commission bonus for every purchase made by any of your
referrals, The bonus is added to your account's balance in TRX shortly after the purchase is confirmed.
You can find your unique referral link in your account's Dashboard by selecting "Referrals" and "Tools" from the
left panel.
You can find additional materials under "Referrals" and "Materials" in your account.
You can find statistics of your referrals, commission, and conversion under “Referrals” and “Tools” in your
account.
Referrals bonus are excluding reinvest and balance purchases.
* You are not allowed to register Multiple accounts to receive referral bonuses. The referral program is designed
as a way to reward you for attracting new users and endorsing the product. Please use it responsibly.
* Please use the English referral link (untranslated referral link).
* If you didn’t receive your referral bonus, your referral may have been invalid.

HOW TO MAKE A WITHDRAWAL
You can create a withdrawal per currency every Minute. In order to do so, you
will need to follow these steps:
1. Go to your User Panel and select "Dashboard";
2. Find and click the "Withdraw" button;
3. Choose the amount to be transferred and click "Withdraw";
4. Go to your email inbox (the one connected to your CryptoMinerOrg account)
and click on a link in the withdrawal confirmation email.
=Please click the verification link within 48 hours or this withdrawal will be
protected by system.=
Each withdrawal is a subject to a transaction fee, which is paid to the blockchain
for transaction processing and confirmation. Currently, the following withdrawal
minimums are present:

WHAT HAPPENS IF CRYPTOMINERORG.IO GETS HACKED
cryptominerorg.io is a secure site and has never been
compromised.
Our website security framework with Cloudflare® & Sucuri®
& McAfee® SECURE protections.
Our overwhelming majority of funds are stored in offline, cold
wallets, and we backup database once a day. We will always
make all attempts to repay customers in the event of our
negligence.

CHOOSE MINING PLAN
MINING PLAN
Minimum Deposit: $5 > Maximum Deposit: $100000 >Daily Mining Profit: 3.1% > Total Profit: 310% in 100
days > Withdraw and Re-invest at any time >Minimum Withdrawal: $5 > Withdraw dividends at any time 3.1 %
EVERY DAY

SPEED MINING
2 Direct COMPULSORY with your referral link > Referral's deposit must be at least $200 > Booster Period:
50 days > Daily Mining Profit: 6.2% > Total Profit: 310% in 50 days > Withdraw and Re-invest at any time >
Withdraw dividends at any time. 6.2 % EVERY DAY

FAST MINING
2 Direct COMPULSORY with your referral link >Referral's deposit must be at least $2000 > Booster Period:
25 days > Daily Mining Profit: 12.4% > Total Profit: 310% in 25 days > Withdraw and Re-invest at any time >
Withdraw dividends at any time. 12.4 % EVERY DAY

Bounty Program





Bounty refer bonus 18% Bounty in 7 Levels
Bonus are instantly added to in your earning account
Instant Withdrawal
Reinvest your bonus anytime

BOUNTY BONUS RATE
A Direct Joining Earns 8% Commission, Run Your Business Like A Boss.

STAKE AND HOLD INCOME
If you invest for cryptominerorg.io stack then, you will get only stacking profit
Start mining today to earn upto 1000% also boost your mining speed anytime

STACK I
Minimum Investment: $100 > Maximum Investment: $500 > Locking Time: 90 days > Profit 400%

STACK II
Minimum Investment: $500 > Maximum Investment: $1000 > Locking Time: 120 days > Profit 500%

STACK III
Minimum Investment: $1000 > Maximum Investment: $2500 > Locking Time: 150 days > Profit 600%

STACK IV
Minimum Investment: $2500 > Maximum Investment: $5000 > Locking Time: 240 days > Profit 1000%

UNBEATABLE FEATURES
Pool Allocation
You can decide which pools you want to
mine. This allows you to find the most
profitable pools.

Smart Softwares
We use The newest mining and stacking
methods. You get the most advanced
technologies from CryptoMinerOrg.io

Daily Payouts
The mining starts immediately after
confirmed payment. Withdrawal
anytime and payouts continue daily.

Low Maintenance Fee
We got the lowest price on electricity (0.05
$/kWh) and purchasing costs in the
Cryptocurrency mining industry.

Expert Team
Our mining team come from in
blockchain industry and IT engineers, we
have you covered with the knowledge and
skills of our team.

Security
The overwhelming majority of funds are
stored in offline, cold wallets. McAfee®
SECURE protection. Automatic backup of
the database once a day.

